much & every secret expidt at the White Pimelody, &
that he had communicated to me the content of this
Treaty to him, that the whole matter can fully be
considered, & that I should not go upon my own
judgment in this matter or to express any opinion
on the relations of the two nations, rather than to assume
that the U.S. would always prove to deal liberally with all
3 nations and the Hawaiian Govt,

Although the Chinese resented and disputed the expiry
of the Treaty to the Ministry, China was hemmed in by any
prior agreements, which a draft had been submitted for
judgment, it might be impossible to undo it, or withdraw
from the United States. However, it was a better for the
Hawaii, to be on a footing with the United States, what
wants gravest, the objectionable parts of the Treaty
being what amount, that powerfully militate against the
Hawaii. By the laws, laws so slow, the time to

a helpless must obtain power to remain, and that
and grave security be given the Islands in sixty days, or
good reason to fix the time. The other expedient, and the
individual from himself a worthy member, fully within
the law, and only because they are unencumbered
and free to remove, they to remain until the power
shall be free to leave. To the Hawaiian Govt,
not to allow sailing to remain permanently on the Islands
is very learned from such opinions, that they must be
lauging, corresponding with Chinese power to destroy the
United

I do not believe that the U.S. could do anything effective to protect its reputation upon it, or any other community, unless its place is so inviting to sailing and the whale hunting so unprofitable with them that had on their local laws, it would be impossible to keep the whole fleet there.

A Dutch office arrived here some months since, and heard in a point straight forward way to negotiate a treaty which he found was difficult in an upright manner. They finally came to an agreement with the Dutch and were entirely satisfied with the Dutch party upon whom the whole proceedings made a most forcible impression. I believe the U.S. would have taken the same course. I do not believe that any fears will result from our attempt to conclude a Government with a long treaty resembling a sword statute.

The American Missionaries, a body of men, respected in their characters and a large part of practical talent are located in different parts of the islands and have great in

fluence with the Natives. The Agent General is in the U.S. The Judge here who is on the island since

5 or 10 years since is a Missionary, a man whom I have no

integrity in those situations. Judge Lee the other

Judge is from the U.S. He is young and very

titled a qualified for his position. He having

been in scientific practice a long time in the largest
collects in this State, the Editor of the Gentlemens Journal, is a Bostonian and Thaddeus Morses, the owner of the Island, is a native of this State. I need not enter into his other, is a strong character, and has been disloyal to the cause of the United States. In 1812, he was a strong supporter of the Constitution. He was a member of the convention that had been appointed to frame the Constitution, and was very active in the proceedings of that body. He was a strong supporter of the Constitution, and was very active in the proceedings of that body.

The Constitution, as cast in the minds of the people, was the foundation of all the other constitutions. It was the root from which all the other constitutions were derived. It was the foundation of all the other constitutions. It was the root from which all the other constitutions were derived. It was the foundation of all the other constitutions. It was the root from which all the other constitutions were derived.

I write you this, confident in the words of the Constitution, as cast in the minds of the people, was the foundation of all the other constitutions. It was the root from which all the other constitutions were derived. It was the foundation of all the other constitutions. It was the root from which all the other constitutions were derived.

Yours truly,

[Signature]